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The Foundation of the Future
Getting started with Customer Journey Automation

TWITTER HANDLE: @DYLANDAMSMA
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It’s a rapidly changing environment



Which brings a lot 
of opportunities
but also challenges…

• Complex systems
• Not working together with legacy 

systems
• Limited ROI for required resources
• Unable to get optimal use
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So where does one 
start with innovating 

their marketing?
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By Automating The Customer Journey
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The sum of interactions the 
customer has with a business 
from the moment of having a 
need to a repeated purchase 

or referral.

DEFINITION OF “CUSTOMER JOURNEY”
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EXAMPLE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Clicks the ad and visits your 
website

Enters your retargeting 
funnel

Enters your trial journeySigns up for free trial Requests more 
dogs

Sees an ad on Twitter

DogToday @DogToday  
Why dogs are the cure for loneliness http://autop.co/1ev56jB 

Sees retargeting ad

Try DogToday free

Lonely?

Becomes a 
customer
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Why automating the 
customer journey 

matters.
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Clarity to business structure
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Personal communication based on 
behaviour and stage
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Your ideal foundation for 
innovation and scaling

Prediction

Optimisation 

Automation
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Okay, great! So how 
do we get started?
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UNDERSTANDING THE 
CUSTOMER1
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1. UNDERSTANDING YOUR CUSTOMER
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1. Talk with customers at different 
stages. Build profiles. 

2. Online surveys at different stages 
of customer journey 

3. NPS & Quick feedback 
4. Analyse data (if any)
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MARKETING CONTENT2
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Goals:  

Overcoming objections 
Fuelling positive emotions 

Showing that you can fulfil the 
customer’s needs
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Examples of marketing content:

1. Common issue: Software has a high learning curve. 
Marketing content: Online academy / workshops. 

2. Common objection: The price is too high 
Marketing content: ROI analysis or content focusing on product 
quality 

3. Common question: Can I trust this company? 
Marketing content: Social proof, testimonials & endorsements/
awards.
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THE FLOW OF THE JOURNEY3
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When, where & how does the customer 
see the marketing content or offer?
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1. Work per stage (lead/new customer/
repeat) 

2. Write marketing content & material on 
post-it notes 

3. Draw on whiteboard on how customers 
should flow through the journey 

4. What content at what stage. How do they 
see it? (email/website/etc)
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TYING IT ALL TOGETHER 
(AUTOMATION)4
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The flow
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PAGE HEADING
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Get the customer to different stage 
based on actions. 

Example 
On Purchase: eject from lead nurture -> 

inject into on-boarding journey
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Small to Medium sized businesses (< 1.5m contacts)

Enterprise segment (> 1.5m contacts)
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TRACK & MEASURE (ANALYTICS)5
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1. Conversion rate from stage to stage. 
Visitor > Lead > Customer > Active 
Customer > Repeat Customer 

2. Engagement with content (e.g. open rates, 
CTR, opt-ins, etc.) 

3. First & Last touch attribution.  

4. Cost per lead, CLV & ASP
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/139LREE-zcSo3KzqV9JZaIHWid5SI2hkrsyECJKwHq7w/edit#gid=273025361

Report on your numbers at least weekly

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/139LREE-zcSo3KzqV9JZaIHWid5SI2hkrsyECJKwHq7w/edit#gid=273025361
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Example Tracking Tools
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EVALUATE & ADJUST (TESTING)6
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Test Everything.
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Test one variable at a time.  
 

Keep track of all metrics.  
 

Use benchmarks.
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A QUICK SUMMARY
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Customer Journey Automation 
is the foundation of future 

innovation.
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1. Clarity in your business structure 
2. Personal messaging 
3. The ideal foundation for future 

innovation
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1. Understand the customer 
2. Marketing Material 
3. Design Flow of journey 
4. Automating & Tying it all together 
5. Analytics 
6. Testing
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Now it’s up to you.
Time to find a whiteboard.

@DYLANDAMSMA


